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SHAPE
of things to come
Lindy Davis looks at the creative talent behind the
Sculpture Northland exhibition

Peter Brammer’s Responsive Connection (left) and Julie Cromwell’s Virtues of Form.

A piece by ceramic
artist Julie
Cromwell.

,, I discovered what everyone else does when they move to a beautiful
environment — they look to create a lifestyle around work.

I
t’s not often you get the
opportunity to view unique
sculptural works nestled amid
stunning subtropical gardens.
But art and nature seamlessly align
for the impressive Sculpture

Northland exhibition, featured at the
Quarry Gardens in Whangārei.

Pitched as the garden’s biggest
sculpture event to date, 150 artworks are
on show in what is arguably one of New
Zealand’s most diverse subtropical
gardens.

Held biannually, the 10-day exhibition
attracts around 5000 visitors who have
an opportunity to view and purchase the
sculptural creations.

Around 50 talented artists will be
exhibiting this year, including Shane
Hanson, Archie McCahon, Trish Clarke,
Peter Brammer, Shona Firman and David
Taylor.

“There is a strong sense of community
pride in Northland and the artists all feel
very connected,’ says Quarry Gardens
marketing manager Kerry Marinkovich.

She says Northland has a diverse
community and many of the artists who
have settled here, originally come from
countries like Holland, Russia,
Switzerland, Germany, Israel and
Australia.

Sculpture Northland curator Dorothy
McHattie says two remarkable aspects of
the exhibition are that it brings the large
artistic community of Northland together
and enables visitors to view exclusive
pieces in a beautiful setting.

McHattie’s extensive experience over
20 years helping to curate NZ Sculpture
on the Shore in Auckland has enabled her
to visualise and position the art sensitively
within the landscape. Other than helping
select the works, she engages with the
artist to better understand their vision and
allocate an appropriate site for it to be
displayed.

“The gardens are magnificent which

makes my job determining where each art
work is best suited, so much easier. I
usually get a feel for the piece and then
try to imagine how it might look in
someone’s garden.”

The works vary in size from significant-
scale pieces to smaller ones more suited
to domestic gardens. The majority are cast
in a combination of bronze, copper, glass,
ceramic and corten steel.

She says one of the greatest challenges
is the fact that the quarry has a base of
solid rock.

“We have to take into consideration
things like protection from the wind,
especially if the artworks are delicate.
Some of the pieces are small and vey
detailed, so they’ll be placed somewhere
they won’t be overly swamped by the
foliage.”

Making a connection
Tutukaka-based artist Shane Hanson,
known for the TV series Design Junkies,
is exhibiting for the first time. Although
more widely recognised for his
contemporary paintings featuring Māori
motifs, native birds and New Zealand
landscapes, his artworks made from
corten steel and fibreglass, deal with
recurrent themes of immigration,
reconnection and the changing
environment.

“Through my art I’ve been able to
express my thoughts on Māoridom and
reconnect with it.

“I haven’t known much about my
history and culture and it has left me
emotionally disconnected.”

He says some people may find his work
confrontational, especially the oversized
vivid gold chrome Māori version of the
Cupie doll, which represents a connection
with his Māori grandmother who owned
one as a child. His other work includes
a detailed sculpture of two native birds
fabricated from three layers of corten
steel, which he says was inspired by his

natural surroundings.
Since leaving Auckland and shifting

north, Hanson says he’s worked fewer
hours but become far more creative.

“I discovered what everyone else does
when they move to a beautiful
environment — they look to create a
lifestyle around work.”

Much of his art revolves around the
theme of Kotahitanga or unity, the
importance of recognising your heritage
and making connections.

His work acknowledges his Māori
heritage, but also takes into consideration
Chinese, Danish and Scottish ancestry.

Artist Archie McCahon, who exhibited

at the Brick Bay Sculpture Trail, will
exhibit two oversized sculptures
including a gong made from cast bronze.

UK sculptor Peter Brammer, now
resident in Northland’s Maungatapere,
says his initiation to the art world was
originally through furniture design. He
once lived near a sculpture park in
Yorkshire and would admire the way steel
gradually weathered as it aged.

“I was particularly interested in the
natural patina from corten. Although most
of my work is intuitive, I’m inspired by
certain people who have influenced me,
especially English sculptors Henry Moore
and Barbara Hepworth.”

His retrospective work Looking Back is
a large fabricated sheet of corten steel,
plasma cut to allow the landscape to
integrate.

One of Brammer’s artworks, a corten
steel sculpture of a ginger flower bud, is
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The Details
● What: Sculpture Northland exhibition

● Where: Quarry Gardens, 37a Russell Rd, Kensington

● When: Til November 17

● Entry: $10 per person; $25 per family; $5 WGM

● Special feature: Guided walking and golf cart tours available

● Food and drink: Quail café open 9am-4pm

Main image: A
stunning work by
Archie McCahon
of Sculpture
Northland.

Left, Peter
Brammer’s
untitled tribute to
the late Russell
Fransham, a guru
of the subtropical
plant world.

Above, Peter
Brammer poses in
front of another of
his works.

Left, Archie
McCahon’s Bells
provide a ringing
endorsement to
Northland’s
creativity.

Oodee Eilat’s Louis
and Old William.

Above, Shane
Hansen with a
couple of his
works.

Photos by
Kerry
Marinkovich

on permanent display beneath the
waterfall at the Quarry Gardens. It was
commissioned in memory of Northlander
Russell Fransham, a well respected
mentor and passionate horticulturist.

“So many volunteers give so much of
their time here. My sculptural work is as
much about honouring those people and
the gardens, as it is about the art,” says
Brammer.

As a major centre for ceramics,
Whangārei attracts a large number of
ceramic artists to the region.

UK-born and Northland-based ceramic
artist Julie Cromwell has her own studio
in Maungatapere. Formally trained as a
potter in Yorkshire, she moved to New
Zealand 17 years ago and studied a Master
of Fine Arts at Whitecliff in Auckland.

“We visited the Quarry Gardens when
we first arrived here and looking back
now, there’s been such amazing growth
and change,” says Cromwell.

She teaches ceramics at the Quarry
Arts Centre and will exhibit two large
corten steel and glazed ceramic vessels,
based on a theme of Reflection. In
addition, she will have a series of raku
pottery pieces inspired by the idea of
challenging and exploring new concepts.

Second-time exhibitor at the Quarry
Gardens, Oodi Eilat, known for his detailed
and life-like figurines, says his work was
inspired after seeing a group of men sitting
on a beam watching skyscrapers being
built in New York.

His quirky ‘pottery people’ will often
exhibit elements of fantasia, with overly
large feet, elfish ears or long tails.

Originally from Israel, Eilat studied at
Paul Taylor’s sculpture studio in
Jerusalem, before visiting New Zealand
and settling in Whangārei with his partner.

“My work is an expression of the
relationship between the figurines, each
has their own story.

“I have quite a few dotted around my

garden and they sort of protect it.”
This year he has a new collection of

glazed elongated figurines that have an
insect-like appearance.

Renowned local artist Trish Clarke has
drawn on the environment and how we
view exotic plant species, as inspiration
for her three-dimensional plasma-cut
aluminium thistle sculpture.

“I’m interested in the beautiful but
invasive nature of our weeds and the
damage they inevitably cause to our
environment.”

She will also exhibit two large copper
sculptures in the form of South Pacific
plant species.

With a background in jewellery design,
Waipu-based artist Tanya Patterson
moved into sculpture work five years ago.

Her large installation featuring a black

shag is crafted from fibreglass and steel.
Positioned on a 2m-high wooden post it
overlooks the quarry pond.

“I largely draw inspiration from my
environment and the things I love,” says
Patterson.

Northland educator Laughton King
initiated the Quarry Gardens project in the
early 90s. He was motivated by his belief
that trees and plants release positive
energy to the environment. The plan was
to create a green living space that would
be conducive to mental health and
wellness. The 24-hectare quarry has been
transformed over the past 20 years to
accommodate magnificent gardens, with
more than 500 unique subtropical
species. Many of the trees have
sufficiently matured to become extensive
living sculptures in their own right.


